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BRING ON SUMMER (24x12)

1 Select Bazzill White cardstock for layout base. Use exclusive
kit cut files to cut “Bring On Summer” card approximately
6” wide from center of one piece of white cardstock. (Cut
area will be covered in next steps.)
2 Trim an 11.5”x 6” piece and a 10”x 6” piece from Happy
Place paper (floral side). Adhere the 11.5" piece to right
side of layout, .5” from right edge and 2” from top edge.
Adhere the 10” piece on the left side of layout, 2” from left
and top edge.

7 Use exclusive kit cut files to cut flamingo from Blossom
(pink) cardstock, 11” tall. Adhere with foam adhesive 1”
from left edge and .75” from bottom edge.
8 Select the “Adventure Air” die-cut. Trim the bottom 1” off.
Tie a twine bow through tag hole and adhere sideways, to
the right of flamingo as shown. Adhere the bottom portion
of tag below the“Bring On Summer” die-cut as shown. Add
date stamp with black ink, if desired.
(cont’d)

3 Trim four .75” x 10” strips from Around the World paper
(stripe side), cutting perpendicular to stripes. Adhere the
strips above and below floral paper, lining up the outer
most edges. Add zig zag machine stitching between the
two papers, if desired.
4 Trim a 10”square of Starmist (blue) cardstock and adhere
to layout, 8.5” from left edge and .75” from top edge. Cut
cardstock apart along center seam of layout. Add machine
stitching around edge of Starmist cardstock, if desired.
5 Adhere “Bring On Summer” die-cut atop Starmist
cardstock, .25” from center of layout and 4” from bottom
edge.
6 Trim the orange tag from the exclusive kit printables. Use
kit stamps with black ink to stamp “it’s summer” onto tag.
Adhere tag 5.25” from right edge and 6” from top edge.
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9 Locate the flower cluster die-cut. Embellish with
puffy flower stickers and pink enamel sprinkles.
Adhere with foam adhesive below tag as
shown.
0 Print two 3.5” square photos and one
3.5”x 4.75” photo. Adhere one square
photo 2” from top edge and 8” from
left edge, and adhere the other square
photo directly below it. Adhere the larger
photo 1” from top edge and 8” from
right edge.
{ Use exclusive kit cut files to cut two sun
circles from Kepler paper (yellow hexagon
side), 3” in diameter. Layer shapes atop one
another, adhere with foam adhesive and set aside.
} Cut a 4” circle from Garden Party paper (yellow chevron
side) and then use scissors to create “rays” by cutting
curves along outer edge. When complete, adhere the
layered sunburst die-cut piece to center and secure to
layout, 4.5” from right edge and 1.5” from top edge.
q Trim the pink “Oh Yeah” tag from the exclusive kit
printables. Adhere below sunburst as shown.

e Select puffy flower stickers to embellish the flamingo.
Adhere three pink enamel sprinkles vertically to the lower
right edge of “Bring On Summer” die-cut.

w Use kit stamps with black ink to stamp “DOCUMENTED”
above the square photos and “too COOL” below the
square photos.

r Adhere an epoxy clip above the top square photo, to the
left of stamping. Adhere white acrylic star inside “Bring On
Summer” die-cut as shown.
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1 Select Smoky cardstock (gray) for layout
base. Trim a 7”x 2” piece of Around the
World paper (striped side), cutting the
longest side perpendicular to stripes.
Adhere 1.25” from right edge and 1”
from bottom edge.
2 Trim a 5”x 3” piece of Sunlit paper (floral
side) and adhere .5” from right edge and
2” from bottom edge. Trim a 2” square of
Garden Party paper (yellow chevron side)
and adhere 2.75” from left edge and
1.75” from bottom edge.

SUN SHINE (12x12)

3 Trim a 4”square of Here We Go! paper (map side). Adhere
to layout, 3.5” from left edge and 2.5” from bottom edge.
Apply a strip of washi tape on left edge of paper as shown.
4 Trim a 2.25” square of Hello Hello paper (script side) and
adhere 2” from right edge and 3” from bottom edge. Trim
a 3.5” square of Sunlit paper (gingham side) and adhere
1” from right edge and 4.75” from bottom edge. Adhere a
small strip of washi tape to right edge of paper as shown.
5 Trim a 4.5”x 2”piece of Around the World paper (striped
side) and adhere on right edge of layout, 6.5” from bottom
edge. Trim a 2”x 4” piece of Garden Party paper (yellow
chevron side) and adhere .25” from right edge and .75”
from top edge. Trim a 3”x 1”piece of Sunlit paper (floral
side) and adhere 1.5” from right edge and 1” from top
edge.
6 Locate the camera die-cut. Add machine stitching along
top edge, if desired. Use liquid adhesive to attach a scrap
of twine looped around camera lens and then attach a
stitched brad over twine. Adhere die-cut to layout, 1.75”
from top edge and .75” from right edge.

7 Print a 5”x 3.75” photo and adhere with foam adhesive, 2”
from left edge and 3” from bottom edge. Add an epoxy clip
to top left corner of the photo.
8 Use glue dots to adhere the exclusive kit acrylic words
above the photo as shown. Complete the title by adding
Thickers letters above acrylic words.
9 Use kit stamps with black ink to stamp “YOU ARE MY
SUNSHINE” under photo and under camera die-cut as
shown. Stamp date in lower right corner, if desired.
0 Add machine stitching to the left, top and bottom edge of
layout, if desired. Embellish page with puffy flower stickers,
pink enamel sprinkles and white acrylic stars as shown.

D ES I G N T I P: Keep those scraps! Small pieces of patterned
papers in coordinating colors can be layered to create a colorful
and textural background for your page.
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SUNSHINE CARD (4.25x5.5)
1 Select an A2 card base. Trim a 4”x 5.25” piece of Jen paper
(pink woodgrain side) and adhere to center of card base.
2 Trim a 4”x 2”piece of Sunlit paper (floral side) and adhere to
card base .75” from top edge
3 Trim a 4”x .75” piece of Jen paper (glitter stripe side) and
adhere centered atop the floral paper. Add zig zag machine
stitching along the intersecting edges of the papers, if
desired
4 Adhere a tulle flower to the left edge of the card base, 1.25”
from the top edge.
5 Use kit stamps with black ink to stamp “YOU ARE MY
SUNSHINE” onto the UPC strip from Around the World
paper (grid pattern). Trim out and notch the right edge to
form a pennant. Adhere with foam adhesive to the right of
the tulle flower.
6 Adhere puffy flower stickers around the tulle flower, using
foam adhesive to pop up the yellow flower stickers.
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Q U A R T E R LY K R A F T K I T S

designer & cut files

Nicole Nowosad
is a working mom from
Winnipeg, Manitoba
where she lives with her
husband, two sons and
one daughter. She began
scrapbooking about 15
years ago while planning
her wedding.
Nicole’s style is constantly evolving, but her scrapbook pages always feature tons of pattern and colour.
Her favorite products are large fonts, her Silhouette
die cutter and patterned paper, and she uses all of
these regularly in her designs.
Nicole has been published in Scrapbook & Cards
Today Magazine, Scrapbook Trends and Canadian
Scrapbooker Magazine. She is also the owner and
designer of Just Nick Cut Files, which features unique
and modern digital cut file designs.
See more of Nicole’s work at:
www.justnicks.blogspot.com
As the dog days of summer draw to a close,
we’ll be revealing the SCT Delivered autumn kit,
a rich collection of curated products perfect for
fall scrapping. Be sure to check the website
on September 2, 2016 for a first look!

To download these exclusive Picnic in the Park
electronic cut files, please visit:
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www.scrapbookandcards.com/sctsummer16-picnic-in-the-park

